iMOTION 1302 OHC SWING DOOR SYSTEM
SINGLE DOOR W/ NON TRANSOM FRAME R.H. INSWING

Electrical: 1/4" (6) SHIM SPACE
Controls: ALTA MOTION SENSOR

Panic Breakaway Latch:
Door Arm

Bottom Load Access Cover:
Flex Link Power Cable
Quadscan Presence Sensors
Push/Pull Bar

Floor Pivot See Appendix
Direction of Swing

Vertical Section:
1/4" (6) SHIM SPACE EACH JAMB
1 3/4" (45) FINGERRUDGAR
Quadscan Swing Side Presence Sensor
Exterior

Door Opening Min. 28" (711) - Max. 49" (1245)
Package Width
Rough Opening

Horizontal Section:
Quadscan Approach Side Presence Sensor
Exterior
iMOTION 1302 OHC Header Case

Notes:
1. Details not to scale.
2. Electrical Requirements:
   120VAC, 5AMPS Min. to Operator
   by Electrical Contractor.
3. 32" Clear Door Opening Required to Meet A.D.A.
   Requirements.
4. Doors Must Be Non-Latched for Proper Operation.
5. Doors Frames and Hardware by Tormax Technologies.
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